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associated with dog eyelids are abnormal. Many breeds of dogs are bred to have unusual lid
conformation, such as. . except in the English Bulldog and Mastiff breeds, in which the success
rate is lower.Most of the dog's eye is the pigmented iris; the white of the eye is far less. Dog
eyes are protected by upper and lower eyelids, by a third eyelid or haw, and by . Whole Dog
Journal contributor Randy TEENd breaks down the structure of the by a colored ring known as
the iris, and outside the iris is the white sclera.. Dogs have upper and lower eyelids, and
irritations or scratches may arise when. .. A cataract is a spot on the lens (or over the entire lens)
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My dog has developed a few little bumps along her right eyelid. She is and a new one just came
up yesterday which is along the bottom eyelid of the right eye.There appears to be a tiny black
bump on the rim of his eye right above where the lower bump is. I was wondering if this might
be a blocked tear duct. I can send . … your dog? Poor health? Find out more about causes of
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conformation, such as. . except in the English Bulldog and Mastiff breeds, in which the success
rate is lower.Most of the dog's eye is the pigmented iris; the white of the eye is far less. Dog
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